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Hurricanes have been a constant, if irregular, threat to New Orleans and its vicinity since the city’s founding in 1718. Even before surveyors platted the old Vieux Carré, a hurricane swept over the incipient settlement. Back-to-back storms in September 1722 and 1723 destroyed much of the new colonial capital, and at least nine additional storms battered the city before the Louisiana Purchase in 1803. Since becoming part of the United States, another thirty-seven storms have lashed the city, and others have swept ashore nearby, delivering rain and storm surges to Louisiana’s coastal wetlands and Mississippi’s beaches. New Orleans and its residents are no strangers to the power and damage delivered by hurricanes.

The impact, although not the power, of the most notorious tropical storm to roar across New Orleans and its environs exceeded that of previous events. Despite both familiarity with the threat and recent experience, public officials and citizens were unprepared for Katrina’s overwhelming devastation in 2005. Levee failures allowed waters from Lake Pontchartrain and the Gulf of Mexico to pour into much of the city and neighboring parishes. Then, held captive by the ring of levees, the waters inundated as much as 80 percent of the city proper—from a few inches to upwards of fifteen feet. Hurricane-protection levees withstood the storm in neighboring Jefferson Parish, but the massive surge overtopped levees in St. Bernard and Plaquemines parishes, and swept across Grand Isle. Damage to thousands of houses and businesses disrupted the economy of the city, the state, and the region. Additionally, hundreds of thousands of residents were displaced for months, tens of thousands for years. Despite both structural systems
and social organizations built to minimize hurricane impacts, Katrina overwhelmed them all. The tragic impacts were not just the result of a short-term meteorological event but the outcome of flawed and incomplete human preparations. Those preparations represent protracted developments and the involvement of many organizations over decades. At the center of the preparations was the set of hurricane-protection levees largely designed and built by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and its multiple local partners. Only a long-term, historical account can expose the complex interplay of the numerous players in the failed effort to protect New Orleans from tropical storms.

In the nineteenth century, the Corps of Engineers was a reluctant participant in flood protection. During the early 1800s, it earned an enviable reputation for hydraulic engineering through its efforts to maintain the country’s navigable waterways. Charged with pulling snags from internal waterways and designing and installing works that kept the Mississippi and other rivers open to commerce, the Corps compiled an impressive resume. Its programs transformed the wild and untamed internal rivers into what environmental historian Richard White would call “organic machines”—natural systems reworked to serve human needs. Snag boats pulled navigation hazards from channels, and crews removed massive rafts from rivers to open then to steamboats. Wing dams put the river to work maintaining its own channel, and channel straightening reduced the length of meandering streams. Such constructions led historian Todd Shallat to label the Corps as a “nation builder.” That is, its efforts aided the expansion of the American republic by modifying waterways to maintain effective linkages among the country’s far-flung regions. In this regard, it became known as the foremost engineering organization in the country, but with responsibilities focused on navigation, not flood protection. Its transformation of riverways expanded in the twentieth century. Dams helped regulate flow and maintain adequate depth for shippers, along with reducing flooding, while locks enabled towboats and barges to move up and down rivers reconfigured into hydraulic stairways.